Declarative Sentences

Declarative sentences are making a statement, perhaps to provide information. A period (.) is the proper ending punctuation for a declarative sentence.

Write a declarative sentence about each of the subjects given. Be sure to use the proper ending punctuation.

Example:
1. backpack       My backpack is black and has five pockets.
2. puppy
3. friend
4. school
5. soccer team
6. pet
7. hobby
8. bedroom
9. shirt
10. classroom
11. cousin
12. homework
13. lunch
14. book
15. movie
16. toy
17. car
18. sandwich
19. mother
20. flower
21. shoe
22. computer
23. game
24. puzzle
25. cake
26. pencil
Declarative sentences are making a statement, perhaps to provide information. A period (.) is the proper ending punctuation for a declarative sentence.

Write a declarative sentence about each of the subjects given. Be sure to use the proper ending punctuation.

Example:
1. backpack My backpack is black and has five pockets.
2. puppy (Student answers will vary, but must be statements, not questions or exclamations. Ending punctuation should be a period.)
3. friend
4. school
5. soccer team
6. pet
7. hobby
8. bedroom
9. shirt
10. classroom
11. cousin
12. homework
13. lunch
14. book
15. movie
16. toy
17. car
18. sandwich
19. mother
20. flower
21. shoe
22. computer
23. game
24. puzzle
25. cake
26. pencil